
The mission of the Virginia Museum of Natural History is to interpret Virginia's natural heritage within a global context in ways that are relevant to
all citizens of the Commonwealth.

The vision of the Virginia Museum of Natural History's Scientific Research and Collections division is to ensure that the collections held in trust
for the Commonwealth of Virginia are handled in a professional manner, are preserved for future research, are provided state-of-the-art care and
management, and are accessible in appropriate ways to a variety of constituents. This division also ensures that scientific expertise guides
appropriate development of the collections, uses those collections to investigate the natural history of Virginia in a global context, and
communicates the findings of those investigations to popular and technical audiences via publications, programs, exhibits, and the VMNH website.
Collections care involves developing and implementing policies and procedures to protect the long-term integrity of specimens and artifacts as
well as their associated data and documentation. The Museum is committed to providing a professional research and collections staff trained in the
method and theory of preparing specimens, managing collections and their data, and conducting and reporting specimen-based research to ensure
that this vision is met.

The vision for the Administration and Services Division is to ensure excellence in financial services, procurement, payroll and human resource
services, and operations of the facility. The division endeavors to keep abreast of and adhere to all state rules and regulations. With a well-trained
staff and effective communication, the division delivers the highest quality services to the Museum staff. The agency's vision for technology is
to ensure that the overall quality of service provided to the community is not compromised because of inadequate technology. The
Museum's charter mandate will be supported by up-to-date infrastructures and staff who are well-trained in technology and information systems.
The agency pursues, where appropriate and sustainable, technology tools that increase its capacity to educate the public, get vital information to
those who need it most, measure and evaluate its work, enable staff to do their work efficiently, and effectively communicate with the
Commonwealth.

The vision of the agency's division of Education and Public Programs is to further the interpretation of Virginia’s natural heritage in ways that are
relevant to all citizens of the Commonwealth. To achieve this vision, the division will ensure an inclusive educational program for all people in a
welcoming, supportive, and visitor-oriented environment; will collaborate with and lend departmental expertise to other functional areas of the
Museum, community organizations, and other state agencies; will serve as a professional center for life-long learning programs; and will pursue the
appropriate use of technology to expand interactive learning opportunities for the citizens of Virginia and beyond.

The vision of the agency's Advancement division is to have a broad and deepening awareness of all of the Museum's programs and services and
how to increase awareness of these offerings to the Museum's constituencies. Increased awareness will result in increased Museum attendance,
participation in special events and programs, increased membership and increased financial support.

Professionalism- The Museum staff will conduct themselves in a professional manner and apply their knowledge, skills, and abilities to offer
services, exhibits, research, and programs of the highest quality.

Responsiveness- The Museum staff will respond to customer needs quickly, thoroughly, and courteously while always seeking to improve service.

Performance- The Museum will strive to improve performance in achieving our mission.

A MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS- The museum works to engage all citizens of the Commonwealth through science and science literacy programs in
all geographic areas.

 

 

 

Financial Overview

The Museum's budget is comprised of general fund (81%) and nongeneral fund (special funds and federal funds) appropriation (19%). Special
funds are generated from miscellaneous sources such as admissions to the Museum, events, field trips, sale of Museum publications,
memberships, education programs, gift shop sales, and grants from private foundations. The Museum also receives funds from the city and
county and the Museum's Foundation. Federal funds are received from National Science Foundation (NSF) grants, and pass-through grants from
other state agencies.
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The total general fund appropriation for FY2015 is $2,892,568.  The special fund appropriation is $425,000, and the federal fund appropriation is
$95,000.

Biennial Budget

2015
General Fund

2015
Nongeneral Fund

2016
General Fund

2016
Nongeneral Fund

Initial Appropriation for the Biennium 2,892,568 520,000 2,904,219 520,000

Changes to Initial Appropriation -83,307 0 -203,295 0
(Changes to Initial Appropriation will be 0 when the plan is created. They will change when the plan is updated mid-biennium.)

Anticipated Changes to Customer Base

In reference to 14508 (Scientific Research), this customer base is currently being served by a reduced collections and curatorial staff.  Additional
staff would allow us to reach more groups of customer.  Some programs are on-going and some programs are opportunistic.

Current Customer List

Predefined Group User Defined Group Number Served
Annually

Potential Number of
Annual Customers

Projected
Customer Trend

Adult American Society of Mammalogists 300 300 Stable

Adult Archaeological Society of Virginia 500 500 Stable

Adult Council of Virginia Archaeologists 200 200 Stable

Adult Department of Conservation and Recreation,
Division of Natural Heritage

6 6 Stable

Adult Geological Society of America 1,300 1,300 Stable

Adult Mineralogical Society of America 40 40 Stable

Adult Nature enthusiasts who go on special tours of the
collections

90 75 Stable

Adult Scientists and researchers from various
universities, agencies, and organizations
worldwide

57 100 Stable

Adult Southeast Association of Vertebrate Paleontology 50 50 Stable

Adult Virginia Academy of Sciences 30 30 Stable

Adult Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 10 20 Increase

Adult Visitors to website accessing an online collections
database

825 1,600 Increase

Communication Website visitors 225,378 500,000 Increase

Adult Virginia Master Naturalists 50 50 Stable

Adult K-12+ Teachers 150 150 Stable

Student Youth volunteers and summer interns. 23 23 Stable

Student K-12 students participating in in-house and
outreach educational programs.

19,629 25,000 Stable

Families Children over 18 8,709 25,000 Increase

Families Museum Visitors 32,269 100,000 Increase

Higher Education
Students

Interns and volunteers at a college or graduate
school level

15 6 Stable

Natural Resources and
Earth Science

Natural history enthusiasts including tourists and
eco-tourists

36 50 Increase

Natural Resources and
Earth Science

Scientists and researchers 47 60 Increase

Aged Senior citizens 60 and over 1,399 5,000 Increase

Student K-12 school groups who go on special tours of the
collections

11 15 Stable
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Higher Education
Students

Hollins University 30 30 Stable

Student Piedmont Regional Governor's School for Math,
Science & Technology

30 30 Stable

Higher Education
Students

Roanoke College 5 5 Stable

Student Lynchburg College Residential Governor's School 160 160 Stable

Consumer Visitors to Website (Research Blogs) 21,141 2,500 Stable

Name Description

Martinsville-Henry County Historical
Society

The Museum is currently partnering with Piedmont Arts Association (PAA) on a joint marketing grant to
promote area museums.

Martinsville-Henry County (MHC) After
3

The MHC After 3 program is a local, community cooperative youth development program administered
by Patrick Henry Community College between after school service providers and local education and
civic organizations. The program provides out-of-school programming for middle and high school
students.

Martinsville-Henry County Office of
Tourism

The Museum's Division of Marketing and External Affairs staff work closely with staff of the
Martinsville-Henry County Office of Tourism to maximize marketing efforts for both the Museum and
entire region. A strong working relationship ensures that marketing resources are used to their fullest
potential. Specially, the Museum recently partnered with the tourism office on a joint marketing grant.

National Museum of Scotland Collaborative research

Maryland Historical Trust Collaborative research

New York College of Osteopathic
Medicine

Collaborative research

North Carolina Museum of Natural
Science

Collaborative research

Patrick Henry Community College
(PHCC)

As an underwriter of educational programs, like the Jefferson Awards and scientific symposium, PHCC
is able to strengthen its regional identity among the scientific community and students desiring a career
in the sciences. In reference to 14508 (Scientific Research), the focus will be on collaborative research
and program development. Museum staff collaborates with PHCC on STEM educational programming.

Piedmont Arts Association (PAA) The Museum is currently partnering with PAA on a joint marketing grant to promote area museums.

Piedmont Regional Governor's School
for Math, Science & Technology

Students are receiving valuable experience in the sciences by year-long placement in labs and other
areas of the Museum.

James Madison University Collaborative research

Fort Monroe Authority Serve in an advisory capacity toward program development and interpretive design in planning for Fort
Monroe and Old Point Comfort as a property of the Commonwealth.

Girls RISE Net Girls RISEnet is strengthening the professional capacity of informal science educators to engage and
motivate minority girls in grades 6-12 to explore and pursue science and engineering careers.

Global Learning and Observation to
Benefit the Environment (GLOBE)

The Museum serves as a state Global Learning and Observation to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE)
partner, providing training and support for teachers participating in the GLOBE program.

Harvard University Collaborative research

Hollins University Since its inception, the education and public program director has been involved in planning and content
delivery of the Hollins Elementary Science Institute for Teachers, a professional development
opportunity, summer institute with academic year seminars for elementary teachers in Southwestern
Virginia addressing content in life, physical, and earth-space science specified in the Virginia Standards
of Learning (SOL).

Radford University Exhibit loans to Geology Museum.

Residential Governor's School Program
in Mathematics, Science, and
Technology

The Residential Governor's School Program in Mathematics, Science, and Technology based at
Lynchburg College partners with the Museum each year to provide a museum visit and programs to the
participants.

Roanoke College Collaborative research
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Rockfish Valley Foundation (RVF) The Museum entered in an affiliate agreement with RVF. The RVF Nature Center has some Museum
exhibit components now and discussions are underway to develop educational programming to benefit
each other's mission toward natural history-related programming in Nelson County.

Science Museum of Virginia (SMV) In collaboration with SMV and other state agencies, the Museum coordinates professional development
opportunities supporting the Virginia Standards of Learning.

Smithsonian Institution Through the Smithsonian Affiliates Program, participate with almost two hundred other program members
as an affiliate member to share information and potentially develop joint educational programming,
distance learning, exhibits, and research programs.

Southern Virginia Route 58 Tourism
Partnership

The Southern Virginia Route 58 Tourism Partnership is a newly formed 501(c) 3 organization that exists
to promote the many tourism destinations in the newly formed Southern Virginia tourism region. The
Museum's Director of Marketing and External Affairs is a member of the board of directors for the
organization.

The American University Collaborative research

Archaeological Society of Virginia Collaborative research

Calvert Marine Museum Collaborative research

Carnegie Museum of Natural History Collaborative research and program development

Caroline County, Virginia Collaborative research and program development

Clean Virginia Waterways Through the Clean Virginia Waterways program, administered by Longwood University, and in
collaboration with the City of Martinsville and Friends of Wilson Park, the Museum provides volunteer
support for neighboring Wilson Park to monitor water quality, provide educational experiences, and to
improve and maintain water quality.

College of William and Mary Collaboration on

COPUS COPUS is a grassroots effort that builds connections that support a better understanding of the nature
of science and its value to society. COPUS is built around three values: community, celebration, and
promotion. VMNH partners with COPUS to promote educational and programmatic synergies and cross-
promotional opportunities.

Danville Science Center Both the Museum and the Danville Science Center regularly partner for joint promotions of exhibits and
programs. This partnership provides the Museum with a strong presence in the nearby Danville-
Pittsylvania County region.

Deep Earth Academy (DEA) The education program of the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP), DEA's mission is to promote
education as related to the IODP. The Museum education staff is currently working on Ship-to-Shore
programming.

Department of Conservation and
Recreation, Division of Natural
Heritage

The Museum serves as the repository for Recent invertebrate specimens acquired through systematic
survey conducted by the Division of Natural Heritage.

Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries

The Museum is the repository for vertebrate specimens that serve as vouchers to document distribution
and occurrence.

Towson State University Collaborative research

U.S. Bureau of Land Management
(BLM)

The Museum curates and houses vertebrate fossils from federal lands. BLM provides access to these
vertebrate fossils for the Museum to use in research and exhibits.

University of Virginia In partnership with the Virginia Coast Reserve Long-Term Ecological Research (VCR/LTER) program at
the University of Virginia, Department of Environmental Sciences, which is funded by the National
Science Foundation, the Museum serves as the repository for specimens recovered by project
members.

University of Wyoming Collaborative research projects

Utah State University Collaborative research

Virginia Association of Science
Teachers (VAST)

The department director is VAST webmaster; serves on the board of directors: and, serves on the
editorial review board of the Journal of Virginia Science Education. The Museum provides free admission
to VAST members and delivers presentations and exhibits at the annual VAST Professional Development
Institute.

Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU)

The department director teaches graduate level courses related to science education as adjunct faculty
in the VCU School of Education. In reference to 14508 (Scientific Research), the focus will be on
collaborative research.

Virginia Department of Conservation
and Recreation, Division of Natural
Heritage

Identify fauna collected by Natural Heritage staff during inventories and curate and house voucher
specimens to maintain a database of the Commonwealth's fauna.



Virginia Department of Education,
Virginia Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries, Virginia Department of
Forestry

In collaboration with other state museums and natural resource agencies, the Museum coordinates or
participates in periodic teacher training opportunities supporting the Virginia Standards of Learning. The
Museum also provides support for these agency initiatives including the Science Standards of Learning
and other state educational initiatives.

Virginia Department of Forestry, Game
and Inland Fisheries, Recreation and
Conservation, Environmental Quality,
Virginia Master Naturalist Program,
Virginia Tech

Operate a joint Virginia Master Naturalist program related to natural resource outreach, education and
stewardship. The goals of this joint effort are: to enhance existing natural resources stewardship,
education, and outreach activities by providing natural resources training at the local level, thereby
developing a supply of dedicated, informed and certified “Master Naturalist” volunteers and provide
leadership, guidance and oversight to a largely self-sufficient network of local Master Naturalist
chapters that adhere to a set of objectives, procedures, and minimum requirements set at the state
level.

Virginia Department of Historic
Resources

Collaborative research

Virginia Department of Recreation and
Conservation, State Parks

Work with the parks to promote programs of mutual interest

Virginia Department of Transportation The Museum serves as a repository for archaeological materials generated by transportation projects.

Virginia Tourism Corporation (VTC) With the opening of the new Museum facility, efforts were made to strengthen the Museum's partnership
with the VTC. The VTC's relatively abundant marketing resources are vital to the Museum's ongoing
efforts to reach potential visitors from a wide radius.

Virginia Master Naturalist Program The Museum staff serves on the state steering and executive committees and as volunteer members
of local chapters.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University

Adjunct appointments of the Museum curators to teach courses at Virginia Tech and to supervise
graduate students. Multiple collaborative research projects.

Virginia Resource Use Education
Council (VRUEC)

VMNH is a member organization of the VRUEC. The Governor's charge for VRUEC is to coordinate the
development and consistent delivery of environmental education programs in the Commonwealth by
linking current environmental education efforts to creative, innovative approaches; nurture and promote
alternative methods of reaching and educating our citizens from all sectors of the public; and, promote
sustained life-long learning and professional development based on Virginia's academic standards.

Virginia Tech Accepts from time to time geological and biological collections developed in the course of university
research.

U.S. Geological Survey Collaborative research

Virginia Department of Game and
Inland Fisheries

Collaborative research and house voucher specimens of the Commonwealth's fauna

Virginia Beach Law Enforcement
Training Academy

Museum staff provides annual training for Virginia law enforcement officers in crime scene and trace
evidence techniques

Dovetail Cultural Resource Group Identify archeological fauna to assist with federal and state legislated mitigation requirements.

Virginia Junior Academy of Science The department director provides ongoing support for VJAS as webmaster and in judging papers for the
VMNH Special Award at the annual symposium.

Virginia Initiative for Science Teaching
and Achievement

The department director serves as VISTA staff through Virginia Tech includes video recording and
coaching teachers in science methods in the program.

• Create and deliver life-long learning opportunities for the citizens of the Commonwealth of Virginia as well as its visitors through
programs, exhibits, and publications based on scientific and educational research.

Summary and Alignment

1. Be the premier resource in understanding and interpreting Virginia’s natural heritage within a global context in ways such as programs,
exhibits and publications that are relevant to all the citizens of the Commonwealth. 2. Develop meaningful education programs that are
aligned with state and national education standards and reform initiatives. 3. Develop well-designed and maintained exhibits which are
emotionally charged, immersive, well-paced, dramatic, social, and grounded in content. 4. Integrate updated technology and visitor
experiences into existing exhibits through LED lighting upgrades and long-term exhibit upgrades. 5. Develop and support external exhibits in
conjunction with Museum affiliates and promote Museum programs that are informative and memorable. 6. Retain existing volunteers and
recruit new volunteers. 7. Raise awareness of current and upcoming exhibits and programs resulting in increased attendance. 8. Continue to
enhance the web site and social media outreach to include functionality enhancements including database development, e-Commerce
integration, and content management systems.

Objectives
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» Provide meaningful educational programs using a variety of electronic and distance learning technologies.
Description

Staff design, produce, deliver, evaluate, analyze, and modify educational programs using electronic and distance learning technologies
throughout the state.

Objective Strategies

• Various museum staff will meet regularly to plan, produce, deliver, evaluate, analyze, and modify distance learning programs.

• Design, implement, and modify evaluation tools to assess level of quality and customer satisfaction.

• Plan, design and produce a distance learning program guide for educators.

Measures

♦ Number of outreach education programs and services delivered

» Provide meaningful education programs that are aligned with state and national education standards and reform initiatives.
Description

Education staff design, produce, deliver, evaluate, analyze, and modify educational programs to ensure a high level of quality and
customer satisfaction in correlation to state and national education standards.

Objective Strategies

• Analyze all existing, modified, and new programs for the associated academic content. Keep abreast of existing and new national,
Virginia, and North Carolina learning standards.

• Provide professional development opportunities for museum staff and volunteers in program design, delivery, evaluation, and
improvement. Share results with staff as a means of providing feedback and make program adjustments as needed.

Measures

♦ Number of outreach education programs and services delivered

♦ Percentage of educational program evaluations with overall rating of good or better

♦ Percentage of educational programs correlated to learning standards

» Increase museum attendance annually; both at the museum and at remote museum exhibit sites.
Description

Promote the museum and its programs, exhibits, and events, as a visitor destination to a wide range of potential visitors across the
Commonwealth and the region.  Ensure that visitors have a positive experience at the museum and at off-site exhibits to increase repeat
visitation.

Objective Strategies

• Develop new and strengthen existing institutional relationships across the region in order to create new opportunities to reach potential
visitors. Potential relationships include convention and visitor bureaus, chambers of commerce, other museums and cultural institutions,
other state agencies, new and existing VMNH Affiliates, and other educational institutions.

• Implement museum marketing and public relations efforts including press releases, Web site and social media, advertising, signage and
promotions to a wide geographic region. Continue to promote the museum's exciting outreach programs and exhibits, special exhibits,
opportunities for lifelong learning, groundbreaking scientific research, and innovative educational programs that continue to reach broader
audiences across Virginia.

• Support the efforts of other departments in order to effectively disseminate information to the public about the important mission and
programs of the museum. Particular departments to be supported and promoted include Education and Public Programs and Research and
Collections.

Measures

♦ Cost per visitor to provide temporary Museum exhibits

♦ Number of visitors to the Museum and remote Museum exhibit sites



» Stimulate use of the museum by increasing individual memberships and corporate partnerships and expanding benefits and
cost-benefit to members and partners.
Description

Members are informal marketers for the museum through their social networks, and their level of engagement ensures that the museum
and its programs are used to the benefit of natural history and learning.

Objective Strategies

• Evaluate Advancement staff to enable the Department to effectively meet and exceed its goals.

• Increase and refine membership benefits.

• Reflect the specific needs of businesses through corporate partnership benefits and pricing.

Measures

♦ Number of Museum members

» Operate scientific labs that are visitor-friendly and provide public education by encouraging interaction with Museum visitors.
Description

Operate the Vertebrate Paleontology and Archaeology laboratories so that the visitors can see and understand cutting-edge scientific
research in action. Specimens will be prepared and examined by trained staff and volunteers in the laboratories on public view. Develop a
vehicle that will aid K-12 students in understanding the scientific method and provide visitors with an interactive experience of
fundamental research procedures. This is particularly important in the surrounding underserved rural community.

Objective Strategies

• Continue the operation of the two laboratories that can be viewed by the general public and increase the number of staff, volunteers and
students that work in the laboratories.

Measures

♦ Number of hours that laboratories are operational and available for public viewing each week

» Provide natural history-related retail products to customers in the Museum Store and PALEO Cafe, both onsite and online.
Description

Provide natural history related products in the Museum Store and PALEO Cafe to help develop a more interesting visitor experience.

Objective Strategies

• Evaluate and modify merchandise in both the Museum Store and PALEO Cafe to best meet the demands and interests of customers
and the mission of the Museum.

• Promote merchandise in the Museum Store and PALEO Cafe to onsite and online visitors.

Measures

♦ Amount of revenue generated through retail sales

» Maintain and seek new strategic partnerships with individuals, agencies, and formal and informal educational organizations
that seek to serve more areas of the state.
Description

Museum staff will maintain and seek new strategic partnerships with individuals, agencies, and formal and informal educational
organizations that seek to serve more areas of the state through outreach education programs and services.

Objective Strategies

• Identify, cultivate, and develop new relationships with individuals, agencies, and formal and informal educational organizations that may
be able to further the objective.

• Maintain and strengthen existing outreach programs and locations.



Measures

♦ Number of outreach education programs and services delivered

» Produce well-designed and maintained exhibits that are dynamic, educational, interactive, thought provoking, and grounded
in scientific and social content for a wide range of audiences.
Description

Permanent exhibits, special exhibits and displays, rented or internally produced, are well-designed and have a high level of quality and
customer satisfaction.

Objective Strategies

• Collaborate with scientific and education staff, along with relevant outside individuals and organizations.

• Upgrade existing exhibits to include new technology and visitor experiences by 2020 as part of the "Museum Without Walls 2015-2020"
vision plan.

• Replace existing exhibit lighting with energy-efficient LED lighting by 2020.

Measures

♦ Percentage of exhibit evaluations with overall rating of good or better

» Produce text, electronic, and web-based publications and educational materials.
Description

To design, produce, evaluate, analyze, and modify publications to ensure a high level of quality, accuracy, and customer satisfaction.

Objective Strategies

• Work with scientists and educators to determine upcoming publications that highlight the museum's current and upcoming education and
research programs.

Measures

♦ Number of publications produced and distributed annually.

• Conduct and disseminate research relevant to the stewardship of Virginia's natural environment, leading to enhanced appreciation
of these resources for improving the quality of life for our citizens and contributing to the global reservoir of knowledge.

Summary and Alignment

1. Build collections through appropriate research. 2. Operate scientific labs that are visitor friendly and provide public education by
encouraging interaction with Museum visitors. 3. Develop a web-accessible collections and scientific library database that enables scientists
and educators to find information and perform research. 4. Provide collections management, preservation, care, and accessibility to protect
the long-term integrity of specimens and artifacts, as well as their associated data documentation.

Objectives

» Be the premier resource in understanding Virginia’s natural heritage within a global context in ways that are relevant to the
citizens of the Commonwealth.
Description

The Museum is the state repository for natural history collections, including voucher specimens. The Commonwealth boasts an incredible
diversity of plant and animal life that is surpassed by few other states in the nation. It also has a wealth of world-class archaeological and
paleontological sites, and specimens from many of these localities are housed at the Museum. With these rich resources it is incumbent
upon the Museum to develop world-class research programs that form the basis for innovative and exceptional educational programs. To
realize the full potential of the Commonwealth's rich natural heritage requires expertise in numerous specialized areas. This will be
facilitated by developing and enhancing formal collaborative programs with scientists at other state agencies, universities, and scientific
institutions around the nation and the world. Dissemination of the results of the research programs to the scientific community is critical.
In order to facilitate this process, the Museum has its own peer-reviewed publications series including "Jeffersoniana," "Virginia Museum of
Natural History Memoirs," and "Virginia Museum of Natural History Special Publications". Production of these series enables the Museum
to reach not only the state and national scientific communities, but also the international one. Contributions to these publications are open
to the entire scientific community, not just Museum researchers and affiliates. Museum scientific staff also disseminates results of their
research through technical presentations at conferences and by publishing in other peer-reviewed scientific literature.



Objective Strategies

• Produce peer-reviewed scientific publication series such as Jeffersoniana, Virginia Museum of Natural History Memoirs, and Virginia
Museum of Natural History Special Publications.

• Publish the results of research findings in peer-reviewed scientific publications on a regular basis.

• Seek continued scientific collaboration with colleagues at institutions in the Commonwealth as well as nationally and internationally.

Measures

♦ Number of scientific publications produced by the Museum, and number of other scientific publications and technical presentations by Museum scientific staff and
research associates

» Build collections through appropriate research.
Description

Determining the impacts of human activities and natural processes on our state and world relies on up-to-date knowledge of natural
history. Natural history collections form the most comprehensive base reference for inventories of fauna and flora in Virginia, and must
be kept up to date. Collections form the reference "library" and the database for research into all aspects of natural history, and therefore
must be continually updated to reflect advances in our knowledge. Building collections through research also includes curatorial field work
programs in the Commonwealth.  Collections from areas outside the Commonwealth provide comparative material, which is necessary
for proper investigation and accurate interpretation.  Museum collections will be developed based on areas of greatest need.

Objective Strategies

• Accept collections from private sources that increase the diversity of the collections.

• Conduct field work in Virginia and elsewhere and incorporate new material into the collections.

• Receive and catalogue specimens received from other institutions with the goal of an extensive inventory of the Commonwealth's
fauna and flora.

Measures

♦ Number of specimens added to Museum collections

» Develop a web-accessible collections and scientific library database that enables scientists and educators to find information
and perform research.
Description

The Museum is developing a web-accessible database for collections and library holdings to permit all citizens of the Commonwealth some
access to the collections that are not on exhibit.

Objective Strategies

• Add specimens to the database as they are accessioned into the Museum's collections.

• Make part of the database accessible to the public via the Museum's website.

Measures

♦ Percentage of time public access to the Museum's online collections database is available

» Operate scientific labs that are visitor-friendly and provide public education by encouraging interaction with Museum visitors.
Description

Operate the Vertebrate Paleontology and Archaeology laboratories so that the visitors can see and understand cutting-edge scientific
research in action. Specimens will be prepared and examined by trained staff and volunteers in the laboratories on public view. Develop a
vehicle that will aid K-12 students in understanding the scientific method and provide visitors with an interactive experience of
fundamental research procedures. This is particularly important in the surrounding underserved rural community.

Objective Strategies

• Continue the operation of the two laboratories that can be viewed by the general public and increase the number of staff, volunteers and
students that work in the laboratories.



Measures

♦ Number of hours that laboratories are operational and available for public viewing each week

» Retain existing volunteers and recruit new volunteers.
Description

Support Museum programs by providing volunteers and assigning them in appropriate areas where needed.

Objective Strategies

• Offer incentives for individuals and groups to increase their participation in the Museum and its programs.

• Recognize the contributions of volunteers and their respective service hours at annual volunteer appreciation events.

Measures

♦ Number of active Museum volunteers

• Develop visitor experiences that are interesting, emotionally charged, immersive, well-paced, dramatic, social and grounded in
content which result in multiple visits per person.

Summary and Alignment

1. Develop meaningful education programs that are aligned with state and national education standards and reform initiatives and promote
repeat visits. Create ongoing learning opportunities with educators. 2. Improve communication with schools, education-related organizations,
and the public to increase visibility of new and ongoing programming. 3. Increase collaboration with other museums and agencies. 4.
Implement effective methods of gallery interpretation. Create multiple levels of interpretation to enhance learning opportunities to enable a
full family learning experience. 5. Provide Museum experiences that are engaging, educational, memorable and visitor friendly. 6. Provide a
high level of customer focus that enhances the visitor experience. 7. Provide a safe and secure environment for the Museum visitor.

Objectives

» Operate scientific labs that are visitor-friendly and provide public education by encouraging interaction with Museum visitors.
Description

Operate the Vertebrate Paleontology and Archaeology laboratories so that the visitors can see and understand cutting-edge scientific
research in action. Specimens will be prepared and examined by trained staff and volunteers in the laboratories on public view. Develop a
vehicle that will aid K-12 students in understanding the scientific method and provide visitors with an interactive experience of
fundamental research procedures. This is particularly important in the surrounding underserved rural community.

Objective Strategies

• Continue the operation of the two laboratories that can be viewed by the general public and increase the number of staff, volunteers and
students that work in the laboratories.

Measures

♦ Number of hours that laboratories are operational and available for public viewing each week

• Generate operating revenue through increased grants and other voluntary contributions from the public and private sectors and
through cooperative arrangements with other museums, state agencies and organizations.

Summary and Alignment

1. Increase Corporate Partnership support for the Museum. 2. Increase Foundation/corporate grants for education and research programs. 3.
Increase contracts and contacts for the Museum. 4. Increase upper level memberships. 5. Increase membership base annually. 7. Develop
quality and popular fee-based programs. 8. Develop a strong retail environment that encourages visitor purchases.

Objectives

» Increase revenue from contributed or grant support from individuals, corporations, foundations and range of public sector
sources and rental of museum facilities.
Description

Increase funding for museum programs through: (1) Memberships, (2) Discovery Fund, (3) Corporate Partnerships, (4) Grants, and (5)
ongoing prospect identification, cultivation, and solicitation.



Objective Strategies

• The museum continues to add new off-site displays and exhibits throughout Virginia and the region. Host sites include state park visitor
centers, partnering museums, and VMNH Affiliates. The museum's traveling exhibits program is growing with the recent addition of the
Dinosaur Discovery maze exhibit now available for rental.

• The VMNH Foundation completed a $4 million capital campaign in 2012, with fundraising efforts now focused on soliciting support for
mission-centric programs in Research, Education and Exhibits. Current areas of focus include Memberships, Corporate Partnerships, and
the annual Discovery Fund.

Measures

♦ Amount of contributed support

• Preserve and maintain the record of the Commonwealth's natural history - the library of our natural heritage - for present and future
generations.

Summary and Alignment

Protect, conserve and wisely develop our natural, historical and cultural resources.

Objectives

» Provide collections management, preservation, care, and accessibility to protect the long-term integrity of specimens and
artifacts, as well as their associated data documentation.
Description

Collections staff will provide appropriate collections management, preservation, care, and accessibility for the natural history collections
of the Commonwealth held in trust by the Museum.

Objective Strategies

• Catalogue specimens as numbers are requested by research workers both from inside and outside the institution.

• Continue pest management program by monitoring pest traps. Staff will identify and record presence of pests observed in traps, and will
enter data into existing spreadsheet. Staff will make recommendations to be implemented in conjunction with Building and Grounds staff.

• Maintain collecting permits and submit all reports associated with the permits.

• Monitor fluid levels for fluid-preserved specimens and adjust as needed.

• Undertake accessions and any necessary deaccessions of specimens.

• Monitor and record temperature and humidity

• CO2 bubble - pest control

Measures

♦ Percentage of specimens monitored for pest infestation and excessive heat and humidity fluctuations

» Build collections through appropriate research.
Description

Determining the impacts of human activities and natural processes on our state and world relies on up-to-date knowledge of natural
history. Natural history collections form the most comprehensive base reference for inventories of fauna and flora in Virginia, and must
be kept up to date. Collections form the reference "library" and the database for research into all aspects of natural history, and therefore
must be continually updated to reflect advances in our knowledge. Building collections through research also includes curatorial field work
programs in the Commonwealth.  Collections from areas outside the Commonwealth provide comparative material, which is necessary
for proper investigation and accurate interpretation.  Museum collections will be developed based on areas of greatest need.

Objective Strategies

• Accept collections from private sources that increase the diversity of the collections.

• Conduct field work in Virginia and elsewhere and incorporate new material into the collections.



• Receive and catalogue specimens received from other institutions with the goal of an extensive inventory of the Commonwealth's
fauna and flora.

Measures

♦ Number of specimens added to Museum collections

» Develop a web-accessible collections and scientific library database that enables scientists and educators to find information
and perform research.
Description

The Museum is developing a web-accessible database for collections and library holdings to permit all citizens of the Commonwealth some
access to the collections that are not on exhibit.

Objective Strategies

• Add specimens to the database as they are accessioned into the Museum's collections.

• Make part of the database accessible to the public via the Museum's website.

Measures

♦ Percentage of time public access to the Museum's online collections database is available

• Maintain existing and expand outreach education programs to more areas of the state, reaching more Virginians.
Summary and Alignment

1. Be the premier resource in understanding and interpreting Virginia’s natural heritage within a global context in ways such as programs,
exhibits and publications that are relevant to all the citizens of the Commonwealth. 2. Develop meaningful education programs that are
aligned with state and national education standards and reform initiatives. 3. Maintain and improve existing outreach programs offices
including Southside, Central, and Eastern Virginia outreach programs. 4. Explore new opportunities to strategically identify and cultivate new
outreach programs in different regions of the state. 5. Explore existing and emerging technologies to reach more areas the state. 6. Raise
awareness and appreciation of the important work of the Museum throughout the state.

Objectives

» Provide meaningful educational programs using a variety of electronic and distance learning technologies.
Description

Staff design, produce, deliver, evaluate, analyze, and modify educational programs using electronic and distance learning technologies
throughout the state.

Objective Strategies

• Various museum staff will meet regularly to plan, produce, deliver, evaluate, analyze, and modify distance learning programs.

• Design, implement, and modify evaluation tools to assess level of quality and customer satisfaction.

• Plan, design and produce a distance learning program guide for educators.

Measures

♦ Number of outreach education programs and services delivered

 

Major Products and Services

The Museum serves as the State's natural history museum and its duties include the following:  1) investigating, preserving and exhibiting the
various elements of natural history found in Virginia and other parts of the United States and the world; 2) fostering an understanding and
appreciation of how man and the earth have evolved; 3) encouraging and promoting research in the varied natural heritage of Virginia and other
parts of the world; 4) encouraging individuals and scholars to study our natural history and to apply this understanding of the past to the challenge
of the future; 5) establishing a state museum of natural history in Virginia where specimens of natural history, especially those of Virginia origin,
can be properly housed, cared for, cataloged and studied, and to ensure a permanent repository of our natural heritage; and 6) coordinating an
efficient network in Virginia where researchers and the public can readily use the natural history material of the Museum, its affiliates, Virginia's
institutions of higher education and other museums.



There are three primary areas of museum work: Research and Collections, Education, and Exhibits.

RESEARCH AND COLLECTIONS: Museum curators and their support staff make significant contributions to the understanding of biology,
geology, paleontology, and archaeology. All curators are Ph.D.-level researchers. During the course of their work, they grow the Museum's
collections that act as a library of the natural heritage of Virginia. They support the work of researchers world-wide who benefit from the
accumulation and centralization of these collections.

EDUCATION: Supported by a Ph.D.-level education direction, the Department of Education and Public Programming is a source of SOL-based
information for school groups, home school students, scouting organizations, and other groups. The Department provides significant professional
development programs for teachers and offer graduate credit. Many teachers enter the workforce with little or no science background, but after
engaging in the Museum's programs they come away with new materials, curriculum, and confidence.

EXHIBITS: The professional exhibits developed by museum staff take our science and puts it into a publically digestible form for all citizens.
Exhibits link our science to the public.  They provide an outlet for information that underscores childhood learning, and serves to make a more
scientifically literate public. Science literacy is key to fields related to STEM topics (science, technology, engineering, and math), including
STEM-based career paths. The Museum has its in-house exhibits for visitors, but also uses a variety of facilities across the Commonwealth to
reach hundreds of thousands of citizens each year.

As a resource for all citizens of the Commonwealth, VMNH considers itself A MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS. Staff works diligently to engage all
areas of Virginia.

 

 

 
Performance Highlights

One of the best measures of the Museum's performance is the number of customers reached by various programs.  In FY2014, the Museum
reached over 32,000 visitors in-house and nearly 200,000 visitors at off-site partnering organizations, state parks, schools, and visitor centers
throughout the State.  Educators reached over 20,000 people through 608 educational programs, all of which were correlated to standards of
learning, served 18 school divisions, with 237 programs at the Museum, 20 distance learning programs, and 351 programs through outreach.

Museum scientists added nearly 2500 new specimens to the collections. Scientists participated in generating two new exhibits, continued strong
collaborations state-wide, and have made the collections database accessible online. Each curator now has active blogs.

The Museum delivers valuable services to the Commonwealth via original collections-based research on our natural heritage, dynamic exhibits,
in-house and at offsite areas that focus on enhancing the public's science literacy and children’s comprehension of Virginia SOLs, and providing
educational opportunities that benefit families, students, and teachers. The Museum is increasing multiple visits per person by maintaining
up-to-date and interesting programming. Staff also continually improves operating revenue. Ultimately, the museum preserves and maintains the
Commonwealth's natural history--the library of our natural heritage--for future generations.

 

 
Staffing

Authorized Maximum Employment Level (MEL)           48.5
Salaried Employees 36
Wage Employees           24
Contracted Employees           0
 
Key Risk Factors

Several factors will have a significant impact on the agency over the next four years.

Budget constraints- Adaptation to necessary budget constraints placed added emphasis on drawing outside dollars to the museum's programs.
Personnel have made greater use of competitive grant activities.

Research and Collections- Curators are the caretakers of the State's only centralized repository of collections representing extensive natural and
cultural heritage.  Staff vacancies have impacted the Museum's ability to conduct biological and paleontological programs (in particular, 2 vacant
curator positions).

Economy- A high unemployment rate has negatively impacted visitation.  As a consequence, the admission fees were reduced and visitation
remained constant, but the museum has not had an increase in revenue.
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Management Discussion

General Information About Ongoing Status of Agency

As the Museum's extensive collections continue to grow and further benefit our education, exhibit, and research efforts, the Museum offers
exciting opportunities for all Virginia citizens to be engaged in furthering their science literacy. This unique benefit generates tourism, with half of
our onsite visitation coming from outside our area code, and over a quarter million people visiting our 18 offsite exhibits. Our modern facility in
Martinsville, built in 2007, continues to protect and house the State's collections effectively. Highlights of collections growth include new
specimens (including fossil species new to Virginia) from Carmel Church located in Caroline County, mammals from throughout the State, marine
specimens from coastal habitats, and archaeological specimens from statewide locations will be the focus of current collections growth.

Research supports a Virginia science SOL-based curriculum of programs for school groups and homeschoolers. These programs are delivered by
experts in early childhood education. In addition, surveys show that teachers who go through museum teacher professional development
programs come out of these week-long immersive programs with a greater understanding of science instruction methods, and are more
comfortable handling STEM-based topics.  Due to the Museum’s draw (approximately one half of all visitors are from areas outside of
Martinsville/Henry County), it is an important focal point for area tourism efforts. Visitors spend time at the Museum then shop and/or eat in local
establishments. Museum staff purchase much of their supplies and equipment, or contract specialized workers, from local Small, Women, and
Minority (SWAM) businesses, thus providing hundreds of thousands of dollars flowing through the local economy. The Museum is one of the larger
employers in the area, thus supplying steady jobs.

Information Technology

The agency intends to improve the elementary, secondary, and vocational education function that provides educational programming at the
Museum and through outreach programs to local and regional K-12 schools. The agency will accomplish this through a non-major IT project called
Adventure Classroom. The project is scheduled in FY2014 and will install a state-of-the-art videoconferencing science classroom at the Museum.
The videoconferencing science classroom will serve as a distance-learning laboratory connected to the local and Virginia IT network where science
education at-a-distance can be delivered, studied, and improved.

The Adventure Classroom will promote opportunities for citizens to expand their science literacy regardless of where they live. It will be a hub to
connect scientists to students and the public, and give people the opportunity to observe science in action at remote field sites.

All paleontological and geological collections are now available on the collections database eGEMS, and the collections databases are available
online publically.

Estimate of Technology Funding Needs

Workforce Development

The Museum's workforce will continue to face technological changes and frequent changes in systems and processes.  One strategy the Museum
will use to ensure a knowledgeable workforce is to provide professional development training to all of its employees.  Continuous training will
ensure that employees are able to adapt to operational changes and provide quality services.  The Museum will also face challenges because of
aging and retiring employees.   Leadership training and cross-training programs will prepare future leaders and employees to succeed retiring
employees.

Physical Plant

The Museum is housed in a state-owned state-of-the-arts facility completed in 2007.  It is located on a main highway in the cultural district of
Martinsville and is very accessible to the public.  Besides the day-to-day management of this building, the Museum operates two other buildings
used as storage space.  The Museum has no major physical plant projects planned.

 

Supporting Documents
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Service Area Plan

Collections Management and Curatorial Services [14501]

Description of this Program / Service Area

Collections Care and Management: Develop, maintain, and preserve the state's natural history collections held by the Virginia Museum of Natural
History (the Museum); make them available to scientists and the public; utilize them in research projects,  exhibits, and education programs; and
preserve them in perpetuity as a record of Virginia's natural history.

 
Mission Alignment

This service area supports the mission of the Museum by preserving the various elements of natural history found in Virginia and other parts of
the United States and the world, where specimens of natural history, especially those of Virginia origin, can be properly housed, cared for,
cataloged, and studied to ensure a permanent repository of the state's natural heritage.

 
Products and Services
Description of Major Products and Services

Natural History Collections: 1) Scientific specimens used for research and as a record of the natural history of the Commonwealth, including
preservation of specimens collected from sites or areas that no longer exist. 2) Exhibit quality specimens.  3) Educational program specimens:
Specimens appropriate for use in educational programming where objects can be handled by students and visitors.

Specimen Information: Information such as the presence and distribution of certain species or other natural resources in various geographic areas,
the effects of varying preservation practices upon specimens, and historical information about the collection and acquisition of some of our older
19th century collections.

Ongoing preservation of, and accessibility to, collections.

Preservation of at-risk collections obtained from other state agencies and universities.

Anticipated Changes

Specimen acquisition and accessibility cannot increase much beyond current levels without additional staff.

Factors Impacting

Constraints related to budgets and staffing levels.

 
Financial Overview

The Museum's Division of Collections Management and Curatorial Services area is funded partly by general fund appropriation and partly by
grants.

Biennial Budget

2015
General Fund

2015
Nongeneral Fund

2016
General Fund

2016
Nongeneral Fund

Initial Appropriation for the Biennium 150,680 141 150,680 141

Changes to Initial Appropriation 1,888 0 -49,950 0

 
Supporting Documents
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Service Area Plan

Education and Extension Services [14503]

Description of this Program / Service Area

Develop meaningful education programs that are aligned with state and national education standards and reform initiatives; provide Museum
experiences that are engaging, educational, safe, memorable and visitor friendly by implementing effective methods of interpretation to provide a
full range of learning experiences. Provide scientifically informed and accurate natural history and related educational programs for students,
teachers and the public; and develop awareness of Virginia's natural heritage among all citizens through a variety of learning experiences, including
programs, presentations, exhibits, electronic media, and publications.

 
Mission Alignment

This service area supports the agency's mission to exhibit the various elements of natural history found in Virginia and other parts of the United
States and the world, and to foster an understanding and appreciation of how man and the earth have evolved. This service area also supports the
Museum’s mission to encourage and promote research in the varied natural heritage of Virginia and other parts of the world while encouraging
individuals and scholars to study Virginia's natural history and to apply this understanding of the past to the challenges of the future.

 
Products and Services
Description of Major Products and Services

Education programs and presentations.

Instructional technology services and products.

Outreach education programming from centers in Martinsville/Southside, Charlottesville/Central, and Newport News/Eastern regions.

Anticipated Changes

Outreach education programs will likely continue to increase.

Factors Impacting

Depending on the nature of the program, economic factors have impacted, to some degree, most products or services. 

Outreach education programs have seen an increase in demand likely affected by school system budget decreases for expenses that are
associated with field trips.

 
Financial Overview

Based on current levels, 60% of of the funding for this service area will come from the general fund for FY2015.  Special funds (40%)  will be
generated from programs and federal and state grants.  $183,509 was approved in the FY2014 budget appropriation as a one-time funding of
equipment for a distance learning programming, the VMNH Adventure Classroom. The VMNH Adventure Classroom is an exciting vehicle for the
Museum to truly become “a museum without walls.”  Here, learners from around the state and beyond explore the natural world from a inquiry-
based, multi-disciplinary perspective that will spark imaginations, enhance curricula, and support the Virginia Standards of Learning.

Biennial Budget

2015
General Fund

2015
Nongeneral Fund

2016
General Fund

2016
Nongeneral Fund

Initial Appropriation for the Biennium 426,185 282,471 427,439 282,471

Changes to Initial Appropriation 7,424 0 -32,056 0

 
Supporting Documents

 

 



Service Area Plan

Operational and Support Services [14507]

Description of this Program / Service Area

The Operational and Support service area provides overall direction and management of the Museum, ensuring adherence to applicable state laws,
rules and regulations. This service area is comprised of two major divisions:

1. Administration and Services. This area provides management of the Museum's cash flow, internal controls, cost effectiveness, and overall
operations of facilities and resources. It ensures that the Museum continues to be well-managed and cost-efficient, using its resources effectively
to advance its mission. It provides policies and procedures and ensures that the Museum has an efficient and diverse workforce; provides
efficient facility operations, maintenance, protection, and improvement of the Museum facility; supports the Museum in providing goods and
services for operations and programs; and manages capital outlay and maintenance reserve projects.

2. Advancement. This division raises awareness of the Museum, resulting in increased attendance; provides information to the public on the
Museum's programs and services; and supports the Museum's programs by generating revenue from admissions and retail sales. This division
also promotes an active membership base, resulting in increased membership retention and increased levels of membership; provides increased
individual, foundation, corporate, and range of government support for exhibits, events, education, research, and public programs; and expands
the Museum's fundraising efforts to a broad audience across the Commonwealth.

 
Mission Alignment

This service area directly aligns with the Museum's mission to "interpret Virginia's natural heritage within a global context in ways that are relevant
to all citizens of the Commonwealth" as it seeks to build awareness of the Museum, and increase attendance, participation, and support.

 
Products and Services
Description of Major Products and Services

Development of contributed income from individuals, corporations, and foundations through the Museum's Foundation; provides income to the
Museum for education, exhibits, research and public programs.

Communications: Marketing and External Affairs staff will continue to provide information to broad and specialized audiences through the monthly
e-newsletter, the website, calendar and events listings in a variety of media and other organization's literature, press featuring coverage in
newspapers, periodicals, radio and television, and social media.
Advertising and Promotions: Marketing and External Affairs staff will continue to promote programs and events for the different areas within the
Museum through paid advertising, brochures, coupons and other incentives and discounts as budget allows.

Special Events: Development and Special Events staff and Marketing and External Affairs staff will continue to create and implement major
special events, family festivals, exhibit openings, guest lectures and performers to provide additional enhancements to visitors' Museum
experiences.

Membership Development: Provide membership value and opportunities for increased engagement to Museum visitors and supporters through the
cultivation of new members and nurturing of existing members. Provide increased revenue to the Museum.

Anticipated Changes

Because of the Museum’s increased focus on outreach programming through remote exhibits, programs, and events, the number of events,
programs, and events held at remote locations will likely increase.

 With significant increases in the density of exhibits on display at the Museum, the agency has greatly enhanced visitor experiences, which is
expected to result in increased repeat visits and increased memberships.

While many of the Museum’s recent and upcoming exhibits will be developed in-house, the agency will continue to identify selected exhibits for
rental in order to enhance visitor experiences while generating new sponsorship opportunities.

The agency will likely continue to produce publications electronically.

Factors Impacting

Because many programs, events, and exhibits are dependent on nonstate funds for both marketing and implementation, the scheduling of
particular programs, events, and exhibits will depend on the availability of necessary funding from outside sources.

 Exhibits and educational programs are mainly based on the science produced by the Museum and other scientific researchers. The exhibits
themselves are rich with selected specimens and artifacts from our vast collections; visitors get the unique experience of seeing/touching real
objects representing Virginia’s natural heritage.



Title File Type

Special exhibits can be very costly depending on the type of exhibit (rented exhibits vs. exhibits developed in-house by Museum staff). Funding
for special exhibits comes primarily from donated funds, including sponsorships, grants, and other support. Particularly in the past two to three
years, Museum staff members have greatly increased the number of exhibits produced in-house, while significantly decreasing the amount of
funds spent on outside rentals. However, while exhibit costs have been drastically reduced, the workload for exhibits staff members has
increased significantly.

Due to a decreased operating budget and the associated costs of producing hard copies, several Museum publications, both scientific and general,
are being produced, either in-part or entirely, electronically. In addition to reduced or eliminated printing costs, electronic publications can be
distributed more widely through a variety of web, email, and social media outlets.

Largely due to limited staff, the traveling exhibit program has been drastically reduced in offerings with some key exceptions.

Festivals and special events rely on external funding sources for support.

 
Financial Overview

The Museum's operational and support services are funded mostly by general fund appropriation and earned income. The Museum generates
earned income from admissions, gift shop sales, room rentals, memberships, miscellaneous sources such as sales tax, and special events. A
portion of the payroll is funded by the Museum's Foundation and various grants. Exhibits are partially funded by sponsorships through the
Foundation.

Biennial Budget

2015
General Fund

2015
Nongeneral Fund

2016
General Fund

2016
Nongeneral Fund

Initial Appropriation for the Biennium 1,695,449 137,247 1,705,846 137,247

Changes to Initial Appropriation -77,785 0 -117,289 0

 
Supporting Documents
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Service Area Plan

Scientific Research [14508]

Description of this Program / Service Area

This service area provides scientifically informed and accurate natural history publications, programs and exhibits for researchers, students,
teachers and the public. It also develops awareness of Virginia's natural heritage among all citizens via popular and technical presentations and
publications and the Museum's website, newsletter and publication series.

 
Mission Alignment

This service area supports the mission of this agency to investigate and preserve the various elements of natural history found in Virginia and
other parts of the United States and the world and to foster an understanding and appreciation of how man and the earth have evolved while
encouraging and promoting research in the varied natural heritage of Virginia and other parts of the world.

 
Products and Services
Description of Major Products and Services

Scientific Publications

Public programming content to include educational and exhibit materials, popular publications

Scientific knowledge to support educational materials and advance scientific research at the Museum and elsewhere

K-12 teacher education programming

Service to public, museum, and professional organizations

Peer review of grant proposals and manuscripts

Identification of specimens, objects, and artifacts for individuals and agencies

Anticipated Changes

Number of programs, publications and other services cannot increase much beyond current levels without additional staff.

Factors Impacting

Constraints related to budgets and staffing levels.

 
Financial Overview

This area is financed partially by general fund appropriation and partially by grants and federal funds.

Biennial Budget

2015
General Fund

2015
Nongeneral Fund

2016
General Fund

2016
Nongeneral Fund

Initial Appropriation for the Biennium 620,254 100,141 620,254 100,141

Changes to Initial Appropriation -14,834 0 -4,000 0

 
Supporting Documents

 


